
Problem

Global influenza epidemics emerge seasonally and typically occur during the winter seasons of the northern and southern

hemispheres. The WHO estimates that there are 3–5 million cases of severe influenza infections annually, with 250.000–

500.000 deaths globally. The reemergence of a pandemic H1N1 strain in 2009 and the emergence of highly pathogenic avian

H5N1 and H7N9 influenza viruses has reaffirmed that influenza remains a global threat to this day.*

Current influenza vaccines have no cross protective effects on other subtypes of influenza virus, which occur due to

antigenic shift and drift of the virus. Therefore, the current vaccine needs to contain 3-4 viral subtypes to ensure broader

coverage. Due to constant antigenic changes of the virus, current vaccine has to be reformulated each year, which causes

substantial economic burden. Inaccurate prediction of the annual circulating strain lead to low vaccine efficacy.

Solution

VTH201 is a universal influenza vaccine allowing the efficient protection against various influenza types and subtypes. It is

based on Vacthera’s patented platform technology allowing the generation of genetically engineered influenza viruses. Most

importantly, a newly developed purification method ensures high viral yields during the production process.

➢No annual reformulation strain-update and re-manufacturing required

➢Single component (compared to 3-4)

➢Protection also against unknown emerging viruses including pandemics

➢Stock-piling for pandemic

➢Potential to expand vaccination schedule to 3-5 years or even beyond

➢Efficient high yield production technology

➢Pain free intranasal application

Proof of Concept

Mice Survival after highly pathogenic H5N1 challenge**:

* Current and next generation influenza vaccines: Formulation and production strategies. Peter C. Soema, Ronald Kompier, Jean-Pierre Amorij, Gideon F.A.

Kersten. European Journal of Pharmaceutics and Biopharmaceutics.

**Influenza A (chicken/Kurgan/2005 H5N1 virus)
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- Universal influenza vaccine -

Immunization with UniFluVec  (H1N1) prevents fever after 

contemporary heterologous H3N2 virus infection in ferrets.

Mean body temperature after challenge:



Intellectual Property 

WO 2017078577 A2

Attenuated influenza vectors for the prevention and/or

treatment of infectious diseases and for the treatment

of oncological diseases.

Required Funding* / Use of Proceeds**

➢€1,5M GMP production

➢€0,5M preclinical toxicity studies 

➢€2,0M Phase I

➢€4,0M Phase II

* Mix of public and private funding

** Budget estimation, company quotations ongoing

Management

Andrej Egorov, CSO

•MD, PhD, Professor

•Virologist  > 30 years experience in influenza research 

and vaccinology

•Expert respiratory diseases 

•Lecturer: innate immunity and antiviral drugs

•Advisor at the Institute of Influenza, St. Petersburg, 

Russia

•Scientific co-founder and product inventor

Michael Bergmann, CMO

•M.D., Associate Professor for Surgery

•Senior Physician, Dept. of General Surgery

•Head Surgical Research Laboratories

•Leader Subgroup Oncology/Inflammation

•Consultant, Specialist Colorectal Surgery

•Scientific co-founder

Martin Götting, CEO

General Manager of Capricorn Consilium GmbH –

Consulting and Interim Management for the vaccine 

industry.

Over 30 years of experience in the vaccines industry, 

e.g.:

•Global Head of Production & Sales Logistics, Chiron 

Vaccines

•Director Commercial Operations, Chiron Vaccines

•VP Marketing, Sales & Supply, Intercell AG (today 

Valneva)

.

Challenge viruses successfully tested

✓ Pandemic (H1N1pdm) influenza A virus

✓ Seasonal H1N1 influenza A virus

✓ Seasonal H3N2 Influenza A virus

✓ Contemporary influenza B virus (Jamagata linage)

✓ Contemporary influenza B virus (Victoria linage)

✓ 0ld influenza B virus ( B/Lee/40)

✓ Highly pathogenic H5N1 avian influenza A virus (

potentially pandemic)

✓ Low pathogenic H5N2 avian virus ( potentially

pandemic)

✓ Low pathogenic H7N9 avian flu virus ( potentially

pandemic)

✓ Pandemic H2N2 influenza virus

Technology

Market

According to a recently launched report by Orbis

Research, the global influenza vaccine market is

predicted to be more than US$ 5 Billion by 2022

http://www.reuters.com/brandfeatures/venture-

capital/article?id=4938

Outlook

The proof of concept animal studies and small scale

production has been successfully completed.

Vacthera’s development plan includes large scale

production, purification and preclinical toxicity studies

according to EMEA guidelines allowing clinical phase I

and phase II trials. The successful completion of this

program will allow a potential exit, such as trade sale

of Vacthera or of individual projects to a global or

emerging player in the respective field.

Phase I data will be obtained in Spring 2019.
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